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Tlte l/Iliversity of California at

HASTINGS
LAW NEWS
Prof. Van Dyke
Discusses Vietnam
With Students
by
Ron Walker

ｾｑ＠

Chavez Speaks
At Hastings
by
Christine Beck

United States intelligence agencies have long known
documented the ineffectiveness of American bombing of
th Vietnam, yet two adminstrations have launched the two
ｾＬ｟ｯｴ＠
sustained bombing attacks in military history againthat country. While no apparent reason for Nixon's disard of the findings of the intelligence agencies has surced, Johnson's may be traced partially to his antipathy
the "Ivy-League" types in both intelligence agencies
the CIA and its counterpart in the Department of Defense,
Defense Intelligence Agency) and his well-known friendiness with the predominately Southern staff officers in
Pentagon. This was one personal insight Professor ｊｯｾ＠
Dyke offered from his experience in the State Department
en he spoke to Hastings students on Thursday, September
1, in a lecture sponsored by the International Law Society.
..

He went on to cite offical statistics to illustrate
futility of present attempts to halt infiltration, whicr
that at the present rates North Vietnam will be able
o support military activity in the South for two more ｹ･｡ｲｾ＠
of his material was drawn from his own book, North
nam's St
For
• which is ｡ｶｩｬ｢ｾｴｨ･＠
desk in the Hastings library and at the bookstore.
The fallacy of "protective reation strikes" was also
cussed. In one well-known case, bombing attacks were
led in on a target which had been identified as a miliary barracks by the fact that shelter trenches and antircraft installations were being contructed around it.
target was in fact a 'world-famous leprosarium with no
parent offensive capabilities.

Another better-known type of protective reaction has
been exercised by the calling of air strikes whenever
tracking radar is turnea on our reconna1ssance nvertlights.
Cesar Chavez, leader of the United Farm Workers Union While the ｕｮｩｴｾ､＠
States has since proclaimed the right to
spoke at the student commons on Tuesday concerning Proposi such overflights in North Vietnam, it was after the fact,
tion 22. Appearing under the auspices of the Chicano Law and ｾｯ＠
such right has ever been claimed for our . U-2 reconStudents Association, Chavez was welcomed by Dean Wyanne
naissance of Cuba and the USSR, or for the SR-7l surveilBunyon, who in referring to the farm workers' movement
lance of Red China. Apparently in the case of aerial recommented that "sympathy is basically not enough."
connaissance, contrary to accepted usage, the United State
has tacitly assumed the right to such activities wherever
Chavez called attention to the issues underlying Pro- technology or armed force permit.
position 22 as being "really dif ficult and almos t unbeliev·
able that it could happen in this day and age in CaliforWhile acknowledging the futility of applying strict
nia." Citing the great emphasis in Proposition 22 on the international law to situations of brute force, Professor
harvesting, transportation, ｰｲｯ､ｵ｣ｴｩｾＬ＠
and sales of agri- Van Dyke proceeded to elaborate on some aspects of the
cultural products, Chavez charged that although it says
United States' apprent flagrant violation of the rules of
farm workers have the right to organize, it systematically war.
takes every right .way from them.
One ｰｲｯｨｩ｢ｴｾｮ＠
of the 1923 rules of bombardment was
One such right is the riitlt···to strike. Chavez stated of the use of weapons causing unnecessary suffering. In
that ｐｲｯｰｾｳｩｴｮ＠
22's provision for a 60-day ｩｮｪｵ｣ｴｯｾ＠
the light of this, it is extremely difficult to justify
in the event of an actual strike or the threat of a strike the fact that the majority weapon used in bombing North
effectively allows any farmer to get his entire crop har- Vietnam is the anti-personnel bomb, with its low blast aod
vested, since most agricultural products take less than
high shrapnel potential. It is even harder to justify the
60 days to produce. In this way the farm worker is ｰｲ･ｾ
｟＠
recent switch from metal to plastic bomb casings, which
vented from striking at all, since "nobody is going to
make shrapnel impoosible to detect by x-ray and necessitat
strike who doesn't have a job."
(Continued on P. 2)
extensive exploratory surgery on shrapnel victims.
ＨｃｯｮｴＱｾｵ･､＠
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(Continued from P. 1)

(Continued from P. 1)

Prof. Van Dyke
Discusses Vietnam
With Students
An issue currently receiving much publicity is alleged U.S. bombing, of dikes in North Vietnam. While it is
still moot whether there is intentional bombing of the
dikes as such, it is publicly admitted that the United
States both mines inland waterways and bombs watercraft
using these waterways, which are of course contained by
the dikes. This puts the dikes themselves in constant
danger of being breached. When the Japanese breached
North Vietnamese dikes in 1945, losses ran to a million
and a half civilian lives. Of course the United States
treated the opening of the dikes in the Netherlands as a
war crime after World War II.
Professor Van Dyke declined to give as great weight
to the Nuremburg decisions as some have, b4t he cited an
interesting precedent from the Far Eastern war crimes tribunals the United States held, in which judges '''ho had
summarily executed U. S. bomber pilots and crews we:e .held
guilty not of crimes ｡ｾｩｮｳｴ＠
prisoners of war but of denfai of due· proce·s s ·in trial. The implications ｯｾ＠
this
decision of course, is that captured bomber crews are liabLe to ｾｲｯｳ･｣ｵｴｩｮ＠
as war criminals, a contention we· have
denied Hanoi.
In summary, Porfessor Van Dyke stressed that the prac
tical basis of the rules of war is reciprocal restraint
in ,:a contest between equal powers. In such a case as the
present one, where a diminutive power is attacked by a
super-power and has no capability of effective retaliation
no effective restraint can be realistically expected from
a position of overwhelming power.
In the course of the hour, Professor Van Dyke, who
teaches Constitutional as well as international law, also
cast doubt on the legality of .t he use of peace-time conscription to maintain a standing army. It would appear
that conscription was only designed to maintain the state
militia.

Chavez Speaks
At Hastings
Another right infringed upon by Proposition 22 is the
boycott. According to Chavez, the proposition prohibits
primary as well as secondary boycotts, wbich means that
the farmworker cannot ask people not ｴｯ ｾ ｢ｵｹ＠
at a store
which sells non-union products. Chavez pointed out
that people are being led to believe that boycotts are illegal, but that many of the economic issues in the world
have been resolved by boycott--for example, Ghandi's salt
boycott in India. Under Proposition 22, boycott by trade
name or generic name would be illegal, as would the use
of boycotts to gain publicity.
Finally, Chavez mentioned the right of union elections. Propostions 22 requires that in order to vote in
union elections, farmworkers must have worked for 14 out
of the last 30 days for one particualr employer, and in
addition must have worked 100 days in anyone geographic
area out of the last twelve months. The problem with this
is that most farmworkers are hired out of a central location each day, where as many as 15,000 to 30,000 ｷｯｾｫ･ｲｳ＠
are sent out to different farms. No worker knows where
he will go to work on any particular day, and the chances
are slim that one worker will work for anyone employer
for more than two consecutive days. Therefore, requiring
14 out of 30 days for one employer excludes most workers
from voting. In addtion, Proposition 22 stipulates that
elections should not be held when seasonal workers outnumber permanent workers. Chavez estimates that only
about 5% of the work force in California can be considered
permanent. Thus, Propostion 22 again ･ｸｾｬｵ､ｳ＠
the majority of farmworkers from elections.
In answer to questions from students, Chavez stated ..
that the state convention of the AFL-CIO formed a special
fund-raising committee to fight Proposition 22 and that
there is considerable support from other labor unions who
are worried that such provisions may be extended to
other types of workers as well.
Chavez was asked what types of lettuce are currently
being boycotted. He replied only "western iceberg" lettuce. Chavez advised, "if you don't see the black eagle,
don't buy it, even if it is on this campus," and "if you
are in doubt," (about what type is being boycotted) "don't
eat it."
Chavez concluded: "We believe Proposi tion 22 will be
thrown out by the courts, but we much prefer it to be
thrown out by the people." When asked why, he replied,
"the Court could never have the same voice and impact as
the citizens have."

********* .
Anyone interested in working to help defeat Proposition 22 should contact the Committee for Justice for Farmworkers at 109 Golden Gate Avenue or call 964-0227.
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New and returning Hastings students were treated to
a rare opportunity to meet and mingle with each other and
faculty members at the Annual Barbecue held at Speedway
Meadows on Saturday, September 23. While some availed
themselves of the rare opportunity to chat leisurely with
each other and with professors such as koreau, Green, Eldredge, and Munster, others took the even rarer opportunity
to tackle Jon Van Dyke on the gridiron.

. IS THI S PI FI R$T YEM Sl11IINT?
(5 •• page fiye.)

While many law wives contributed much to the success
of the event, the social chairpersons Janet Van der Mei and
Debbie Costello deserve special credit for the overall
organization and the many extra hours they put in to aake
the picnic a resounding success.

Page Two
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EDITORIAL

SEATING O1AATS:

ｆｾｕｌｔｙ＠

P. A. D. Looks to
Busy 1972-3 Year

BLACK'IAIL?

The Phi Alpha Delta Law Fraternity is in the midst of
its busy school year schedule of providing ｡｣ｴｩｶｾ･ｳ＠
and
services for the students of Hastings. Already they have
sponsored a visit to the county . j ail . and an informal disEDITORIAL
cussion on penology with Sheriff Richard Hongisto' s attorney
'chard Simms. They are looking forward to Lawyer's night
Students Vlho are nostalgic for their high school days n October 10 and sponsoring a day in court in November
ill be pleased by the imposition, by many professors, of a hich will comprise a full day in court followed by a disegular seating chart.
cussion of the day's activities with the judge.
Although most professors claim the purpose is to "get
The Jackson Temple Chapter, Vlhich is open to both male
to know" each student in the class of 200, it is an open
d female students, provides services that benefit the
secret that the real purpose is to coerce regular attendanc hole school. Each year they publish a school directory,
available free to the members of the ｳｴｵ､･ｮｾ＠
body. The
This would be a worthy objective if each class were a any saved hours when trying to find another student's phon
umber makes this a very worthwhile project.
golden moment to be remembered for years of law practice.
However, many classes fall short of this goal.

The copying service located ｩｮｾｨ･＠
library is also
provided by the fraternity. The 'profits from this operSome professors follow the textbook as an actor would ation are donated to the school to use in making emergency '
'follow his script, so that the student can gain as much by loans. Another very rewarding operation run by the chapter
'reading as by coming to class.
is their yearly blood drive.
Other classes unfold with the slowness of television
soap operas, in which the plot can be readily picked up
a,fter a few missed episodes.

The officers for the year are Nolan Kennedy, Justice;
John Kaheny, Vice-Justice; Barry Siders, Treasurer; Randy
Simpson, Secretary i and Mike Connell, Marshall.

Any law student interested in becoming a member of tae
fraternity is invited to attend the meetings as the plans
are being made for second semester activities which at preWouldn't it be better if the faculty tried to attract sent tentatively include a party with the Wives Club, a ski
regular attendance by improving classes instead of black- trip, informal discussions with congressional leaders as
nailing students into appearing in classrooms only to fall ell as other interesting activities.
asleep therein?

Vfuile some classrooms are chronically empty, others
fill up to the aisles without the aid of seating charts.

Hastings

Allbanken

were students

Organizations

once.

Announced
Some

The following student organizations have
registered with Assitant Dean Bunyan's office
thereby allowing them access to College facilitie
Asian Law Students' Organizatdon
Chicano Law Students' Organization
Christian Science Organization at Fasting
College of Law
Edwin DeWitt Dickinson Society of Inter- .
national Law
Folk Ways
Gay Students at Hastings
Haight-Ashbury Legal Project
Hastings Black Law Students' Association
Hastings Bridge Club
Hastings Chapter - National Lawyer's Guild
ｈ｡ｳｴｩｮｾ＠
College Child Care Center
Hastings Democratic Club
Hastings Environmental Law Society
Hastings Film Society
Hastings Hawaii Club
Hastings Indigent Criminal Appeals Program
Hastings Law News
Hastings Women's Union
Latter-Day Saint Student Association
Phi Delta Phi
Students International Meditation Society
Temple Chapter, Phi Alpha Delta Law
Fraternity

ofoun

still are.

And some just graduated from college. They're our Student
Relations Representatives. And they're probably the easiest bankers
to talk to that you've ever met. Because they know exactly what your
financial needs as college students are, and what kind of services
Bank of America has to fill those needs. Like our low-cost easy-touse College Plan Checking Account, Student BankAmericard and
Instant Cash, just to name a few.
It makes things so much simpler when your banker is like you.
Larry Knutson, Student Relations Representative
Golden Gate-Hyde Office, 101 Hyde Street

BANKOFAMERICA

m

•• H. 0 .. ANUICA "lA.SA • MOI.£. 'DIC
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SPEEDWAY MEADOWS
HOSTS HASTINGS FOOTBALL
by
Hike Ubaldi

ODD ITEMS • • . It is with a sad note that Section lIB
reports that "super-star" running back, Mike Douglas, will
be sidelined for the season with a shoulder injury received
The 1972 flag football season at Hastings sprang into in a practice game last week . • •
action last Sunday at Speedway Meadows with the highly
favored seven of Section lIB falling in defeat to the "we
• • • Every year, with the advent of flag football,
try harder" gang of Section IIA.
rumors start circulating about the awesome talent which n ',
,
arrives with the first year class. Last year there were
Under the guidance and solid passing game of Quarter- two or three unauthenticated reports of persons who had
back Panos Lagos, the men of IIA were able to scramble for been signed by Green Bay or Dallas, and this year we have
19 points, while holding the opposition to 14. This report- a linebacker who was a 13th round draft choice of the San
er has it that there were outstanding performances turned Diego Chargers. Would the ohject of this rumor please come
in by receivers "Smiling" Chuck Henry, Larry Walls, and one forward so that we can substantiate your existence?
Mr. l-laldo.
(Some may be aware of the fact that the Larry
Walls listed here, and that the "super-sprinter" of the Bay
Anyone interested in playing Rugby? The sign
Area Striders Track Club are one and the same.)
up sheet is on the second floor bulletin board. In this,
our first attempt at forming a "side" comprised mainly of
Quarterback Tucker Stanwood of lIB seemed to have an Hastings players, ,we were very fortunate to obtain the
"off" day as he was only able to connect with two passes
services of Ed Todd, a second year student, who will act i
for T.D. 'so One of them was grabbed and carried in for the the capacity of player-coach. Ed brings with him many
score by Randy "Rabbit" Facciento, and the other completion years of experience from which we can all benefit, as he
was to receiver Mike Pinatelli, lIB's player representative has played in Scotland for 8 years, and then for another
7 years in and around the Bay area
The outcome of the game was in doubt. Late in the '
last period with Stanwood tossing ,t o Greg Fagel, Fagel
All of those interested in the tennis and
caught the pass on the five yard line, but was run out of chess tGUrnaments, keep an eye on the second floor bulleti
bounds as time ran out. This "never say die" spirit is the board for up-to-date information. If you are signed up fo
type which could very possibly land lIB a berth in the
the chess tournament, please initial your name.
playoffs at the end of the season.

ｾＺ＠
Do you believe anyone can remember more than
five of the nine demands of last year's strike? Do you
believe there have been any substantial ｾｨ｡ｮｧ･ｳ＿＠
Do you
believe in the tooth ｦ｡ｾｲｹ＿
Ｌ＠

by
Rob Lawlor

Frosh Comments: Overheard in a first year group,
Sidestepping: Professional students have the highest
"We have two kinds of professors at Hastings: old and
divotce rate of any substantial group • • . Dostoyevsky
reat, and old and gone. One of my professors is so old
describes a lawyer as a "conscience for hire" • • . The
that he has been dead for two years. ｾｯ＠
one has the heart waiting list for the psychiatrist at Hastings Medical
to tell him." Jokes about age are a touchy ｳｵｧｾＬ･｣ｴ＠
around , Office becomes longer as finals get nearer, • . Given the
Hastings. The last person to tell one got his due pr07, - that Proposition 15 needs passing. but isn t there somecess" in a trial-by-buria1.
thing funny about Hastings employees working for the proschedule:
first
a
position
on company time?
The freshmen have an interesting
class, then an hour off, then another class. then another
Outside Agitation: The Haight-Ashbury Legal Program
breaW, ad nauseum. Between classes they have a ｴｲｵ･ｬｾｩｳＭ
needs people (much like this newspaper). Come and learn
tential decision - the library or the commons. The 1 rary how much you don't know. First year students are eligible.
has been winning out - a sad comment on our commons.
ｃｯｾｴ｡｣＠
Jim Simon at 668-9716.
Quasi-Legal Tip:

Flee from a knife. but charge a gun.

PHILIPPINE AND KOREAN,POLYNESIAN CUISINE
o Meetings ud Printe Parties
o

Cocktlils

0

0

FOR HAST INGS ' STUDENTS ONLY - SPECIAL BUDGET DINNERS
Daily 4"p.m. to 8 p.m.

on the mc cord scandal" - - - - - - --

CHICKEN-Filipino style-with rice and vegetables. $1.95
UL-KOGI-filet mignon. marinated in Korea sauce with
ric'e and vegetables

$1. 95

wi whipped potatoes and vegetables

$1. 85

wi MEAT SAUCE

$1. 75

AT LOAF
PAGHETTI
ａ｢ｯｾ･＠

served with coffee and jello with your
choice of soup or salad.

reakfast, lunch, dinner

Daily

9 a.m. to 9 p.m.

forget the afternoon HASTINGS , HAPPY
MtIlV.d by:

MARY ER61MA

PlIo•• : 141S) 431 ·2268

ｈｏｕｒｾ

IS4 MtAliisler Sk...
S.. frmiUo, (.Iilomi. 94102

Ｌ＠

.. His actions were not on our behalf nor with our consent, If our
understanding of the faclS is accurate, we will, of course ,
discontinue our relationship .. ,"
- Chairman, Republican National Committee

Child Care Centen Plenty of Love; Not Much Money

by
Edward R. Litwin
MONEY!
That is the major problem facin g the operation of the
Hastings Child Care Center (CCC) according to Hannah Soules
Teacher-Director.
"We are looking inte every avenue possible in order to
find the money necessary to keep the center open," says
Hannah. So in order to augment their daily charge of $4.50
a day per child the center has bake sales, garage sales and
any other money-raising activity that appears feasible. The
daily charge leaves a deficit of around $200 oer month, 60
besides promoting various fundraisers themselves they are
also looking to other organizations and groups for grants
or assistance.
CCC, a non-profit organization licensed with the state
of California, is at present serving IS families with its
8:30 to 5:30 five-day-a-week operation. CCC cares for
children from 6 months to three years of age with a ratio
of 1 teacher to every 4 children. This is their present
maximum capacity and they have a waiting list.
Why can't they take - more children? Money and space.
For every four additional children a teacher has to hired.
Besides that the space presently being donated to the center by the college is small and cannot handle any more
children.
Parents making use of the facilities contribute more
than a daily charge. They do a lot of hard work to keep
the center going. They are the ones that provide t he items
and staff for the various sales that are held.
Not only do the parents help in fund raising, but they
are also integrated into other parts of the CCC program.
They are encouraged to eat their lunches with their children and can visit them during the day. Also, Hannah likes
to have at least one conference a semester with the children's parents to discuss the child's orogress,and any problems that may arise.
Hannah has been the person that has given real impetus
to the child care program here at ｾ｡ｳｴｩｮｧＮ＠
She holds a
degree in English but her post-graduate studies have been '
in the area of early childhood education. She has been
working with pre-school children since 1968. Hannah came
to work at the CCC in May and assumed the position of
Teacher-Director in August. Working with her part time are
Barbara Adam, Ass't Teacher-Director and Sharon Branch,
Teacher. Four work study students from Golden Gate also
help in the operation, as well as a student from Antioch
College.
(Continued on P. 6)
Page F-ive
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(Continued from P. 5)

Dean Anderson has announced that there will be
an open door policy for the students who want to see
him.

He will be available from the hours of 10 to
noon and 2 to 4 for students that are interested in
talking with him. There will be no necessity of making an appointment to see him during thOSGo:llOurs.

1------ ＭＮｾ＠

'Child Care Center
Hannah was careful to point out that calling the day
care center a "glorified babysitting service" was an absolute misnomer. The center has an educational approach in
the fact that the teachers are aware of growth in young
children and the teachers attempt to stimulate the development processes.

PRlSOOERS NEED LAH BOO<S

The "curriculum" is designed to meet the needs of the
children. Few things happen at a definite time except for
certain basic things like eating, sleeping, and toy putting
Inmates in penal institutions around the Bay Area
away. A positive discipline approach is used to help the
､･ｳｾｲ｡ｴｬｹ＠
want law books. Everyone here must have some
book - new or old - that they could contribute. Everyone, children to find respect for themselves and respect from
others. Most of the children involved come from families
including our own bookstore, is encouraged to help.
in which they are the only child so at the CCC they have
the opportunity to learn from others as they experience
There will be a box set up Monday morning ｮ･ｾｲ＠
the
small group situations. A sense of independence is deveelevators for your contributions. Or you can contact
loped allowing ｴｨｾ＠
child to be more self-reliant rather .
Carole at 921-5444.
ｾ＠
______________________________________________________ Ithan having to always look to someone for such simple tasks
as feeding themselves.
I

HASTINGS LAW

News

THIS EDITION OF THE HASTINGS LAW NEWS WAS PRODUCED
BY THE FOLLOWING INTERESTED STUDENTS:
Victoria Armstrong
George Beiler
Carole Brill
Sean Ellis
L.A. Frost

Greg Jacobs
Edward Litwin
Michael Phelps
Esther Thomas
Ron Walker

The HASTINGS LAW NEWS is the newspaper of the students of
Hastings College of the Law. The paper's purpose is to
reflect as completely as possible the attitudes, interests, and opinions of our community. To help achieve this
goal submissions should be made to: EditDr, Hastings
Law ｎ･ｷｾＬ＠
198 McAllister ｓｴｾ･Ｌ＠
San Francisco, CA 94102.

Hannah looks hopefully to the future. There are in1ications that there may be a complete child care center
ｾｩｴｨ＠
outside play area when the present 55 Hyde building is
torn down and a new one built. This, however, appears to
be some years in the future. At present, the lack of sufficient outside and even inside play area is what is keeping
the CCC from taking in older pre-school children.
Although there is a waiting list for the use of the
present facilities, parents are encouraged to contact the
cce if they have a desire to use the service. The staff
ｾ･､ｳ＠
this kind of information to help in planning for the
future. If care is needed immediately, parents can be referred to other child care centers. One is a day care home
that has been established by two Hastings wives. The staff
ｾｯｵｬ､＠
be happy to discuss the cec with anyone interested in
the program.

BAK£ SALE ·
OCTOBER 8

Even with the serious financial problems Hannah feels
Fonfident that the center is here to stay. In fact, there
ｾｲ･＠
hopeful plans to have facilities to handle 16 children
py the spring semester and by next fall, 20-24 youngsters.
ｾｧ｡ｩｮ＠
the old problems arise but also there is an additiona
serious need for equipment. The CCC would be extremely hap
py for any donations oi large climbing structures, wooden
rucks, dolls, blocks, in fact, any toys for children under
3. They would also like to have some books that could be
read to the children and even carpentry labor skills are
equested.

TO BENEFIT

HASTINGS CHILD CARE CENTER

NEED4Dz Donations of baked goods,
cassaroles, chicken (fried
and baked), fruit.

LAKE'S

CALL: NORMA OAl-IPBELL

587-,466

MOVIE TONIGHT
HASTINGS' FILM SOCIETY

(

and

Alfred Hitchcock

.

Presen'

'NOTORIOUS'
starring Ingrid Bergman
OCTOBER

4

7z}O P.M.

95':

(PROCEEDS GO TO THE CHILD CARE ｃｅｎｔｾｒＮＩ＠
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LAW
BOOK'S

800KS
OUTLINES
SUPPLIES
FRIENDLY SERVICE

CHARGE ACCOU'NTS
WEEKDAYS 8:30-5:30

•

131-10 Md" ISTD ST.

SATURDAY 9-5

•
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Review

FAT CITY

Placement Office
Helps Find Jobs

by
Sean Ellis

I

"Fat City", showing at the Vogue, contains all of thE
irony and cynical street wisdom that its title imfplies. The problem with the picture is that in the end,
this is not enough. Unfortunately, the word that best describes this movie is "almost". Great director, acting, a
good, cinematic story, dialogue that rings true, it should
Under the direction of Ms. Christine Merkle. the
ｾ｡ｶ･＠
been another "inner-city" classic, right up there with
ｐｬ｡ｾ･ｭｮｴ＠
Office. _located at 55 Hyde St •• Rooms 108-110
"The Hustler" and "On the Waterfront". It is not • • • but
offers an invaluable service to the PAstings student body,
almost.
that of job placement. The Office's primary function is
to locate summer jobs for second year students in various "
Based on the best-selling, proletarian novel of ｾ･＠
legal offices throughout the United States, with on-campus same name by Leonard Gardner, the 'movie was directed by ,interviews being conducted by interested firms. It also
John Huston ("Treasure of the Sierra Madre", "The Maltese
assists third year students in obtaining permanent posiFalcon", "The African Queen'.'.) The film deals with the
tions, as well as extending its services to alumni, usual- lives of two men who share the same dream, but from oppoly recent Hastings graduates (69-71), by making available site pel'.pectives. The main character, Bill Tully, is a
to them all of its facilities.
washed-up, 32 year old prize fighter who has not sobered up
since his wife left him and his career collapsed two years
Students must register with the Office by filling out
ago. These two events are somehow equated in Billy's mind
a registration card - red for third year students, blue
and serve as the only explanation for his present conditior
for second year, submitting twenty-five resumes and a
Contrasted with Billy's story is that of Ernie Mueller, an
photo, all of which remain on file in the Office. Schedule
18 year old, "up-and-coming" fighter from Stockton. They
of interviews are available and are divided into tl.,O sec- meet in a high school gym where Billy is toying with the
tions: (a) firms which give on-campus interviews and
idea of staging a comeback while Ernie thinks only of the
(b) those which are interested in receiving resumes hut
glory and fame to be had in "making it". The rest of the
which do not conduct on-campus ｩｮｴｾｲｶ･ＢｳＮ＠
All availahle film jumps back and forth between the two of them parallel
positions are posted by the Office in the law school it',ng their lives. Ernie marries his high school girlfriend
self, those in r.he Commons pertaining to ioh ｩｮｴ･ｲｶｾｷｳ＠
when she becomes pregnant; Billy moves in with a drunken
and those on the hulletin hoard in the main hallwav, list- lady he meets in a bar. Ernie. significantly, loses his
ing all available part-time, full-time and permanent nosi- first professional fight and has his nose badly broken
tions.
while Billy manages to sober up long enough to win a comeback fight only to take his prize money and go on a bender.
Under the directorship of Ms. Herkle, the Office has Ernie is a younger version of Billy, indeed, this is what
changed its procedure from that of past years. The employ attracts them to each other. Neither will win in the main
er no longer has the option to make selections from groups event, life; both are sensitive losers. The fight game
of students for whatever reason. Now anyone who signs up becomes an apt metaphor for the real struggle which these
for an appointment must remain on the schedule for an
characters are about.
interview. Also, students are no longer selected from
Office files for interviews, but must apply themselves.
The picture was filmed in and around Stockton with
a . fine eye for locales, the run-down hotels ripe for urbar
Available in the Office are detailed instructions for renewal, the shabby arena (supposedly Tijuana) where Billy
students concerning interviews, appointment schedules,
fights, the tomato and onion fields and walnut orchards
, registration procedures, resume preparation, and cover
where Billy and Ernie hire out as farm workers, buses loadletters,
well as numerous pamphlets and brochures on
ed with ｭｾｧｲ｡ｮｴ＠
workers filling up and driving out in the
government legal career opportunities in international law early morning rural sun. While it does not illumine, the
and in many other fields. The Office also provides State picture captures this sense of the poor life beautifully.
Bar information, i.e., applications, procedures, and bar
The acting also strengthens this film considerably. Stacy
review s'c hools. It also maintains for student use a copy Keach ("The End of the Road", "The Traveling Executioner")
of ｍ｡ｲｴｩｮ､ｬ･Ｍｈｵ｢ｾ＠
Law Directory, which contains a com- does I.,ell by the dreamy, drunken Billy Tully, but the same
plete roster of the Bar of the United States and Canada,
can be said for his performance as can be said for the
with ratings and other information, and a biographical sec movie; it misses slightly. Keach comes across as too
tion which provides a vast amount of detailed information sensitive to be that dumb and too energetic to be that
on most of the leading law offices in the United States.
weak and broken. Jeff Bridges, on the other hand, is perfect Ernie
It is essentially the same kind of dumb-jock"
(C ybi!
best-friend• role he had in "The Last Picture Show,
Shepard's first boyfriend who enlists in the Marines) but
he is funny and enthusiastic and plays well against Keach.
As good as these two are at times, the film is stolen by
Susan Tyrrell as Oma, the drunken woman with whom Billy
lives. She is hilarious., pitiful, tough, sexy, dishevell"
ed, bitchy and vulnerable all at once. She is sensational
and worth seeing.
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Why isn't "Fat City" a better movie? Perhaps for
a number of reasons. Structurally, the film does not move
Xt has a story (incidents, action) but no plot (development, crisis, resolution.) Plenty of fine character is
established, but it too goes nowhere; it is ｮ･ｩｾ｢ｵｬｴ＠
nor destroyed. All of these people remain
unchanged by their interactions. Ernie has a chance to go
beyond his given character "when ｦ｡ｾ｟＠
with the decision
over his pregnant girlfriend, but in doing the "right
thing" he never breaks out of the stereotype. Oma and
Billy are too crippled to change and we are never led to
believe in their plans for getting straight because they
do not believe in them either. Ultimately, the audience
is only allowed to feel pity ｦｯｾＮｴｨ･ｳ＠
characters; we
sympathize. but we cannot empathize. When this is the
ODly"response that a work summons from its audience. then
that work must fail.
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Rate each of the following statements according to
whether you (1) strongly agree; (2) Agree; (3) are undecided; (4) disagree; (5) strongly disagree.

Poll

ffiLITICAL (PINION

______Black people are innately inferior to white people.
____War is inherent in human nature.
In conjunction with a program at San Francisco State ____In the interes ts of peace, we should give up a part
of our national sovereignty.
College, we are conducting a survey of political
_____
Persons with serious hereditary defects and diseases
attitudes among law students. Please fill out the
should be compulsorily sterilized.
questionaire below as accurately as possible and deposit
____
Sunday
observance is old-fashioned and should cease
it in basement locker #500. Your cooperation is
to
govern
our behavior.
appreciated.
____It is wrong that men should be permitted greater
freedom than women by society.
Age_ _ _ _ Sex._-:-____ Marital Status
___Conscientious objectors are traitors to their country
Year in School: I II III
-----Religious Preference.______________________
and should be treated accordingly.
_ _Only by going back to religion can civilization hope
Regardless of immediate political issues, do you
to survive •
think of yourself as a:
___The laws against abortion should be abolished.
____It is right and proper that religious education shoul
Republican._________
be compulsory.
Democr at:_________
__Men and women have the right to find out whether they
Independen t...,-:,-:-______
are sexually suited before marriage (i.e . by living
Other (specify) _____
together for a while before marriage.)
____The Arabs are by nature a cruel people.
In November, you plan t o vote for:

Answer the following questions True or False.

McGovern._______________

_ ___Sometimes at elections I vote for men about whom I
know very little.

ｎｩｸｯｮＮｾＭ

Other (specify) ________

_ ___I do not always tell the truth.

Which of the following politicians would you prefer for
President?
Birch ｂ｡ｹｨＮｾ＠
________
Julian Bond.-::--:-::-____
William F. Buckley
Mark Ha tfield
---

_____I ｬｩｾ･＠
to know important people because it makes me
feel important.

Ted Kennedy______
Curtis Lemay_______
George Wallace____

____ Most . people will use somewhat unfair means
to gain profit or an advantage rather than
to lose it.
____ I have strong political opinions.
What field of law do you intend to
go into?

---------------

FI R3T ASH roJNCIL

ｾｭｉ＠

GET THE POI,NT!!

After "re-kindling" by the recent student election
the ASH council had its first meeting of the 1972-73
'
school year Wednesday evening. The meeting was highlighted by peripatetic ASH President George Spadoro's
"State of the School" report and by the ASH Financial
Committee report.
.
detaile
Most of the meeting was consumed by ｓｰ｡､ｯｲｾＧｳ＠
remarks on what the ASH officers have done already this
year, what they hope to accomplish, and how the ASH
council could function to attain these and other goals.
The financial report showed that the ASH office had
almost no money on which to run, so following approval of
a motion to disperse no ASH funds without prior approval
of the ASH council, a motion was passed to appropriate
$200 for immediate ASH office expenses.

Freshest Sandwiches Around!
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